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Whatever goes upon two legs is
an enemy
Whatever goes upon four legs,
or has wings, is a friend
No animal shall wear clothes
No animal shall sleep in a bed
No animal shall drink alcohol
No animal shall kill any other
animal

All animals are equal
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Farm the native Revolution (REV) token
using STABLE COINS, DRIP and NATIVE TOKEN pairs
Stake Revolution to earn bUSD
HODL and gain exclusive access to Layer 2
THEMANOR.FARM

pre-sale 20% bonus*
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PRE-SALE raise
1.5 million bUSD
**Private raise $1,000,000 BUSD 20% under listing
Public raise: $500,000 BUSD 10% under listing
THEMANOR.FARM

**More information on the R34P DAO to follow

Presale Funds Allocation:
10% for DEVELOPMENT
20% for MARKETING
30% for REWARDS
40% for LIQUIDITY
Funds raised in public presale will be used for
BUSD rewards, in REV single asset staking.

LAYER 1: THE MANOR FARM

Layer 1 Post Raise:
Those who get into the presale will receive a Presale token
(pREV) which will be exchangeable on the website for the
L1 native token (REV) immediately after liquidity is added.
There will then be a 30 minute grace period that allows
investors to get into the pools and farms before the
reward emissions start!

LAYER 1: THE MANOR FARM
Layer 1 Post Raise:
All farms/pools, excluding native farms/pools and DRIP/BUSD farm, have a deposit fee.
The L1 deposit fees will be allocated to buy backs (30%), marketing (30%),
developing (30%) and platform expenses (10%).
All funds added to the L1 farm, which can be staked on pancakeswap to add additional yield on
the back end, will be staked on pancakeswap. This additional yield the platform can generate
will be used for buybacks (30%), marketing (30%), development (30%) and platform costs (10%).
Unlike most farms that leave the capital sitting idle in contracts, we are
going the extra mile to squeeze every bit of value out of the capital on
our platform while keeping a low risk profile through pancakeswap
staking.
The Manor Farm developers understand the importance of marketing and
this will be at the forefront of our minds. Being able to pull yield from
multiple capital streams allows us to explore a greater variance of
promotional opportunities.

Referral Program
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Promotion may be the most important aspect to the success of a crypto
project. You can develop ground breaking tech but if it's not promoted
properly it will not succeed.
The Manor Farm understands this, which is why we have implemented a
referral program on l1 and l2, allowing you to earn a 3% commission
based on the rewards your referral generates

OFFICIAL DRIP PARTNERSHIP

DRIP Partnership.
DRIP will be a major promotional vehicle for the farm. DRIP
Network brings the farm immediate exposure to thousands of
investors, who get the assurance that well known developers with a
strong track record are involved.
DRIP will see a spike in demand as a new use case is introduced as
well as through shared promotion. The farm will incentivise farmers
to add BUSD liquidity to DRIP, giving DRIP price appreciation as
well as deeper level of decentralization and stablity.

DRIP LIBERATION

We have created a contract called DRIP Liberation.
The DRIP Liberation contract allows farmers to add
DRIP/BUSD liquidity to PancakeSwap without paying the 10%
transaction tax. This removes the greatest barrier for DRIP
farmers, allowing them to ROI on the farm and the
DRIP/BUSD Miner game much sooner.
In addition to the DRIP Liberation contract, thanks to our
strategic partnership with DRIP community, there is no
deposit fee on L1 and L2 DRIP/BUSD pools.
Happy farming Drippers!

DRIP/BUSD LP MINER
Miner Info
The animals on TheManor.Farm always knew about an old mine shaft just outside of the farm's property but
never got to utilize its resources until now! With new found courage brought on by the revolution, the animals
have created a new game called the DRIP/BUSD LP Miner.
The DRIP/BUSD LP Miner Game pays 3% daily (1095% APR), according to the current mining efficiency rate.
The mining efficiency rate rises and falls as you and other players hire miners, compound earnings and pocketing
DRIP/BUSD LP tokens.
The object of the game is hiring more miners, sooner and more often than other players. This in turn earns you
more DRIP/BUSD lp tokens faster. Hiring more miners using your daily DRIP/BUSD LP earnings will 3x your
miners within 30 days or less.
DRIP/BUSD lp tokens can be acquired with no tax by using the DRIP Liberation contract on TheManor.Farm
platform.

DRIP/BUSD LP MINER
Sustainability
DRIP/BUSD LP Miner is a fork of other "miner" themed games which are popular in the space right now. Unlike
its predecessors DRIP/BUSD LP Miner is part of a larger ecosystem which will work to promote and grow the
game. The DRIP/BUSD LP Miner pays 3% daily, the same as other popular miner games in the space,
which have shown to perform quite well.
Players in the DRIP community have been asking for a new contract which is "higher risk/ higher reward" than
the Faucet contract found on Drip.Community/Faucet but still offers sustainability and interesting game theory.
Due to this demand, a DRIP/BUSD LP Miner game is the perfect fit for the new farm partnership utilizing the
DRIP Liberation contract. It also further decentralizes and deepens the DRIP liquidity pool on PancakeSwap
with stablecoin liquidity which has massive positive sustainability and promotional implications for DRIP
Network.
Referrals
We understand the importance of promotion and have implemented a 10% referral commission on
all miners bought using your referral link!!

JOIN The REVOLUTION
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VICTORY!
L1 - L2 transition:
After 14 days the Revolution will have come to a conclusion and the animals will take full ownership of the
farm! The transition from L1 to L2 will take place 48 hours after the the L1 emissions stop (L1 emissions end
14 days after the L1 launch). When the L1 farm stops emitting rewards a 48 hour countdown will start.
When the countdown hits 0, the initial liquidity that was added to L1 by the dev team will be removed and all
(REV) tokens the developer wallet has accumulated will be sold into the market for BUSD. This BUSD which
is removed from the L1 liquidity pool will then be utilized by the L2 farm.
60% of the BUSD removed from L1 will be placed in a vault which is paid out to stakers of the L2 governance
token (PIGS), 20% of BUSD removed from L1 will be added to the liquidity pool of the L2 governance token
(PIGS) through buyback, and 20% of the BUSD removed from L1 will be added to the liquidity pool of
the L2 native farm token (DOGS) through buyback!! Buybacks are the ideal way to introduce liquidity into
a listed token because it deepens the bid side of the pool, reducing the impact of sellers and
pumping the price which provides great utility, while acting as a promotion tool!.

VICTORY!
L1 - L2 transition:
After the liquidity has been removed from L1 we will be hosting the L2 presale. Investors will be able to
contribute the L1 native farm token (REV) to the presale and BUSD will also be accepted for the L2 presale.
Participants who contribute L1 REV tokens to the presale will earn a 20% bonus on their L2 tokens, meaning
they will receive 20% more tokens per USD value than those who contribute BUSD to the presale.
Due to the mechanics of the platform, such as the high multipliers on the REV pools/farms, 0 tax on REV
pools/farms, the ability to stake your REV to earn BUSD on the single asset pool, and the 20% bonus on the
L2 presale for entering with REV tokens, there are heavy incentives to buy and hold the REV token for the
whole length of the L1 revolution.
Participating in the L2 presale will allow you to acquire both DOGS and PIGS! Those who accumulate
REV tokens in L1 will secure themselves a major position in the ownership of the L2 farm,
The Animal Farm!

LAYER 2: THE ANIMAL FARM
THEANIMAL.FARM

All Animals Are
Equal But Some
Animals Are
More Equal
Than Others

LAYER 2: FARM MECHANICS
L2 has two native tokens, DOGS and PIGS.
Both are innovative assets which balance each other perfectly and allow for a multitude of options for investors
who want to take full advantage of the platform.
Dogs can be earned in all farms and pools as it's the primary farm reward token.
PIGS can be exclusively in the DOGS/BNB, DOGS/BUSD and DRIP/BUSD farms, as
well as the DOGS single asset staking pool. Restricting PIGS rewards to
these 4 options limits the supply of PIGS tokens and also creates demand for
staking DOGS and adding liquidity to DOGS. Instead of dumping DOGS
on the market, farmers can stake DOGS to earn a greater share of
the platform through utilizing their PIGS rewards.
Our strategic partnership with Drip.Community allows farmers
to stake DRIP/BUSD on Layer 2 to earn PIGS, creating a
new exclusive use case and new demand for DRIP and
removing DRIP from circulation.

LAYER 2: FARM MECHANICS
PIGS are the governance token of the platform. Staking PIGS allows you to be an owner of the
farm!
DOGS are the native farming token on L2 and are earned in all farms and pools to various degrees.
DOGS have a 6% base tax on all transactions and an additional 3% tax on selling.
Half of the 6% base tax (3%) is sold for BUSD and this BUSD is sent to a
vault which is paid out to PIGS stakers. The other half of the base tax
(3%) is paired with BUSD and added to the liquidity pool raising the
potential price floor of DOGS with each transaction while further
decentralizing and deepening the liquidity pool.

PIGS

The additional 3% tax on selling is burned, introducing a deflationary
element to the token.
DOGS

Referral Program: The L2 platform has a referral program, allowing you to earn a 3% commission on the
rewards generated by anyone you refer.

LAYER 2: FARM MECHANICS
Deposit Fees
L2 will have deposit fees similar to L1, however they will be distributed slightly differently due to our
introduction of the PIGS governance pool. This allows for decentralized ownership of the farm. On L2 75% of
the deposit fees will be converted to BUSD and used as rewards for PIGS single asset staking. 15% of the deposit
fees will be allocated for marketing, and 10% will be allocated to platform fees.
Just as in L1, we will not leave our capital in contracts stagnant. L2 will also utilize all
available funds through staking them on PancakeSwap to earn additional yield that can
be used for buybacks (30%), marketing (30%), development (30%) and platform costs (10%).
This means we will have a lot more funds to add buy pressure, pay for high end
marketing and continue to build features. The dev team understands the importance of
marketing and have made it a primary focus. Animal Farm has unique functions, such as
dynamic emissions allowing for decentralized supply control, which give us a first mover
advantage exploiting these mechanics in the market.

LAYER 2: DYNAMIC EMISSION RATES
Dynamic Decentralized Supply Control Algorithm (D.D.S.C.A.)
Animal Farm is the first farm to use a Dynamic Decentralized Supply Control Algorithm (D.D.S.C.A.) to
determine the farm's emission rate for rewards in both the DOGS and PIGS token.
The D.D.S.C.A. is designed to adjust the supply of the DOGS and PIGS token
through manipulation of the L2 reward emission rate. Gluts of demand can
be met with an increase in rewards for farmers, while ebbs in demand
can be met with a reduction in supply through a tightening
of L2 emissions.

LAYER 2: DYNAMIC EMISSION RATES
(D.D.S.C.A.) keeps track of current all time highs and all time lows and uses them as reference points to help
determine the current demand for the L2 native tokens.
Emission Rate vs. Price
When the demand for the token is strong and the token price is at
All-time-high (ATH), the emission rate will be set to 100% and will
stay at this rate until the price does at least a 25% correction from all
time high to all time low. If this happens the D.D.S.C.A. will restrict
the supply, allowing the current buy pressure to have a greater
positive price impact and price appreciation. It will reduce the emission
rate by 25%, which will bring us to the same emission rate as Thoreum,
a farm which has proven to have an emission rate which is sustainable
and allows for price appreciation.
The emission rate adjusts up and down by 25% based on where price and demand are in relation to all time high
and all time low. The emission rate can never drop below 25% and can never increase past 100%, although the
algorithm used to determine the emission rate is dynamic and always learning.

JOIN The REVOLUTION !

Join Animal farm !

The developers of The Animal Farm believe that we have created the ideal platform for yield farming Through mechanics
from decentralized ownership giving investors even more stake in the platform, to the dynamic supply control, allowing for a
more intelligent approach to emission rates, we will out perform all of our competition in the space.
Join the R34P DAO
We would love for you to join us and be part of the revolution!! Your best opportunity to get a jump on the other farmers
is to contribute to the presale and ensure yourself a seat at the owners table! 1,000,000 BUSD will be raised in the private
presale for 20% under listing. To enter the private presale join the R34P DAO (information below). The public presale will be
held on the website, TheManor.Farm
You need 300 R34P to join the DAO. Don't forget the 2% deduction (tax and burn) when you buy. So buy a
little extra to account for tax and uniswap slippage.
Chart:www.dextools.io/app/uniswap/pair-explorer/0x5c460c0054fd472a821a5a601378f0d2bf02a9b4
To join the R34P DAO and get access to exclusive deals and presales follow the link and the bot's instructions:
telegram.me/collablandbot?start=VFBDI1RFTCNDT01NIy0xMDAxNDkwNzkwNzY3
Buy from Uniswap: app.uniswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0xcaeaf8381d4b20b43afa42061d6f80319a8881f6
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COMING SOON

